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changed its colour to black. Further traction removed an
eye-lash similar in shape and colour to the patient's + in.
(1.2 cm.) long, curved, black, and with a fair tip. It was
then realized that the tip of the hair had projected from the
lacrimal punctum.-I am, etc.,

Birstall, Leics. J. J. MCMULLAN.

Scapulo-thoracic Crackling in Youth
SIR,-The last paragraph of Dr. Guy Beauchamp's letter

(Journal, June 8, p. 1362) contains the good sense which
makes him such a successful practitioner; but, having said
that this disorder is due to hypermobility of the scapula and
that it is associated with faulty posture, he then refers to
the correction of the mechanical disability by manipulation.
Faulty posture is by its nature not correctable by manipula-
tion, and it is difficult to understand how hypermobility of
the scapula can be altered. Manipulation is such an excel-
lent method of treatment in so many conditions that it seems
unfortunate that it should be recommended for disabilities,
such as faulty posture and hypermobility, in which it appears
unlikely to produce any effect whatever.-I am, etc.,
London, N.W.1. W. D. COLTART.

Gardening Hazard
SIR,-The following gardening hazard seems to be worth

reporting.
A patient was recently brought to me suffering from exten-

sive burns of her fingers. She had been about to start a
bonfire and removed one of her gloves to strike a match.
No sooner had she done this than there was a series of
small explosions and intense pain in the gloved hand. Think-
ing the whole box of matches had caught fire, she threw it
away and tore off the glove. In so doing she also burned
the ungloved hand. Later, the box of matches was picked
up intact. The gloves had been cleaned several times in
Germany and were evidently thoroughly impregnated with
some highly inflammable chemical.-I am, etc.,
Farnham, Surrey. E. M. ToWN-JONES.

Slippery Hospital Floors
SIR,-Dr. R. A. Spalding (Journal, June 15, p. 1419)

rightly draws attention to the danger of over-polished hos-
pital floors. Another and perhaps equally dangerous matter
is the modern " lady cleaner" who sprinkles lots of washing
powder on the dry floor surface and then creates a slippery
emulsion by spreading this over the floor surface by means
of a damp cloth. The intention is to wash the floor, but
light dusting is the vocation of this modern type of " help,"
and on stone-surfaced floors or inlaid tiles the result is
almost fatal. In the case of linoleum and polished surfaces
there is the so-called non-skid floor polish, but for the
other type of the supposed washed floor, perhaps a damaged
coccyx and one day someone claiming heavy compensation
from the Ministry.-I am, etc.,
London, W.I. NoRMAN P. HENDERSON.

Medical Classicism
SIR,-As one involved in the minutiae of medical editing,

I was struck by two phrases which appeared on page 841
of the April 13 issue of the British Medical Journal (my
italics): " At a certain stage of infection, host cells may
contain no virus demonstrable by the classic method of
breaking up the cells and inoculating the product into
other susceptible cells " (column 1); and " The epidemiology
of these conditions in nature is consistent with the transfer
of virus from one host td another by one of the classical
methods" (column 2).

After pondering long over these I came to the conclusion
that, aside from the euphonious aspect, there might also be
semantic justification for use of the different words ". . . no
virus demonstrable by the (first class, standard) method of
breaking up the cells . . ." and ". . . transfer of virus

from one host to another by one of the (time-honoured ?)
methods." My complacency over reaching this, as I thought,
plausible explanation of the choice of terms was shattered
when I reached the final paragraph on page 844 (again my
italics): "Equally relevant is the classical account (M.R.C.,
1956) of the occurrence of bone sarcomata in technicians
using radium paint in the manufacture of luminous watch-
dials, etc." "1956" hardly satisfied the requirements of the
concept of "classical" that I had just settled in my own
mind-for example, I firmly believe in the rightness of the
expression " classical caesarean section " and, to quote from
the "secular" press, " classical liberalism " as opposed to
"social liberalism."
From the recklessness with which the word "classical"

usually appears in the medical literature, it would appear
that authors believe an article needs only to appear in print
to assume the stature of a "classic" and merit the
descriptive adjective " classical." Does not such looseness
rob both of the words of any significance, or wherein does it
lie, and specifically what is it ?-I am, etc.,

Philadelphia. JEAN HUSTED.

Sterilization of Dressings
SIR,-That there are many chinks in the " aseptic line"

has been emphasized recently by the work of Dr. J. H.
Bowie"2 and Professor Howie' and others. Tulle gras or
petroleum-jelly gauze is very widely used, particularly in
the treatment of burns where asepsis should be so important.
In many hospitals autoclaving is the routine method of
sterilization, as hot-air ovens are not usually readily avail-
able. Authority for this practice is given by the B.P.C.,
1954, in which two methods of sterilization are recom-
mended: (1) heating at 150' C. for one hour; (2) autoclav-
ing at 125' C. for half an hour. Owing to the lack of
penetration of steam into the tulle gras or petroleum-jelly
gauze the second method can only be the equivalent of dry
heat at 125' C. for half an hour. It would seem probable,
therefore, that in many hospitals bums and other wounds
are being treated with non-sterile dressings.-I am, etc.,
West Hartlepool. HuGO GRANT.
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Herpes Zoster and Poliomyeltis
SIR,-Prior to 1939, if I saw more than two or three

cases of herpes zoster in the course of a year it was a fact
worthy of remark. Since about 1942 1 have noticed that in
the early part of each year I have been treating more and
more cases of herpes, until now I expect to see three or
four dozen such cases between January and June each year.
Occasionally the number has well exceeded three or four
dozen, and in those years I have noticed that I have invari-
ably had more cases of poliomyelitis to treat later in the
year than I usually do. This year my cases of herpes have
amounted to a number very much above normal-most of
them having occurred during the last six weeks-and I am
uneasily wondering now whether I am to see a correspond-
ingly heavy rise in the poliomyelitis rate later on.

It may be pure coincidence, but the increase in the inci-
dence of both herpes and poliomyelitis appears to me to
stem from the time when very large numbers of American
troops were stationed in the country. Did they form a
reservoir of carrier-borne infection ? I have wondered
whether the virus causing herpes zoster is an early develop-
mental form of the poliomyelitis virus, or whether the years
in which the incidence of both diseases is high merely pro-
vide good conditions for the development of any virus. The
high herpes seasons are often also seasons in which there
is quite a lot of chicken-pox, and here the connexion
between the viruses is close indeed, I suppose. Can a virus
mutate and cause different diseases at different stages of
mutation ? Does an attack of one virus disease ever con-
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